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editorial
The
Importance of Coaching
I have been waiting for quite
some time to use the image on this
issue’s cover. (I used a similar one a
couple of years back.) It is a stock
photo and I am always curious
about what draws the eyes of professional photographers when it
comes to archery. No doubt the
photographer was shooting “youths
enjoying the sport of archery.” I
don’t think he was at all aware of the
cringing coaches would experience
in viewing his photo.
I have seen the same effect on
Summer Camp websites. Photos
showing joyous archers are often
plastered on the activities page. That
these newbie archers are drawing
past their ears, or their coaches are
reaching though their drawn bows
to point out something, or the complete absense of armguards aren’t
considerations.
My point is the absolute best
time to get coaching is when you are
starting out. By avoiding bad habits
and bad and unsafe practices, new
archers are primed to stay longer in
the sport and to have more fun
along the way. The cover photo
shows what beginners will invent in
the way of archery form left to their
own devices.
Of course, the focus is more on
training coaches of elite athletes and
coaching beginners is an afterthought. This is no different from
our educational system where college professors are paid the most
and often achieve rock star like sta-

tus, e.g. Carl Sagan. Kindergarten
teachers and first and second grade
teachers, uh, not so much.
If the teachers of students at the
very begiining of an education, in
general or like archery, quite specific, inculcate a desire to learn and
perform in those students, how
much better off will they be? I think
a great deal.
In the new Archery Coaches
Guild now being formed, I hope a
lot of attention is paid to working
with brand-new archers. Maybe
“best practices” can be devised.
Maybe standards for camp archery
programs can be developed to make
sure campers are safe, having fun,
and if they are learning about
archery, what they learn doesn’t
impede further learning.
The most important coaching
is the first coaching.
If this issue looks a little ragged to
you, that is because it is. Right near
the begining of the layout process
my computer’s motherboard went
down. This happened to its predecessor about six moths ago and
while I did get a replacement motherboard, I never quite got it to work
again. So, the problem that needed
to be addressed was this: I didn’t
have a running computer capable of
finishing this job. So I bit the bullet
and decided to lay out this issue on
my PC. We have been a Mac houses since the magazines inception
and I was on my sixth or seventh

computer at this point. If I was
going to continue to stay on the
Mac platform I was going to have to
buy a modern computer and new
software (when Apple switched to
Intel chips, they stopped running
their older software). And that was
going to be very, very expensive.
I had been toying with the idea
of moving to a PC platform, but
only toying. I had most of the software and you’d think it was just a
matter of translating the files from
Mac to PC format. You’d think
wrong, though. There are fundamental differences between the formats. For one, all of my carefully
captured colors shifted. All of the
fonts were unusable. And, of course,
if software only did what it said it
would, all of our lives would be
much better.
Well, I did get it done (twern’t
easy) and now I have two months to
fix all of the things that are wrong.
And convert all of the fonts I need
and fix the colors and ... and ... starting to sound like my archery, way
more work than the results indicate
it is worth.
In this issue we have some quite
good articles we hope will interest
you a great deal, both as archers and
as coaches.
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge,
Tournament Director for over 25 National
Archery Championships, including National
Indoor, Target, and Field Championships,
past Vice-President and member of the NAA
Board of Governors, past Chairman and
Executive Committee Member of the College
Division of the NAA (USCA) and member of
the James Madison University Athletic Hall
of Fame. He is currently Head Coach of the
James Madison University Archery Team
which has produced 42 All-Americans, 16
National Champions, 23 National Team
Titles and 14 World Champions during his
tenure.

Bob Lindberg has been shooting a traditional bow for over 20 years. He is a Level 2
instructor, who has used both traditional and
modern archery equipment, spreading the joy
of archery to young and old alike. While primarily a bowhunter, his greatest enjoyment
comes from teaching the simplicity of traditional archery to archers who shoot modern
equipment.
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season,
Tom can be found either at the archery range or
out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Markus Wagner says “I tried to remember all
the details from the past. I was surprised that I
really remembered mostly results I shot. But all
the tournaments I shot as a teenager I cannot
remember. And because I moved away from
Germany in 2011 I don’t have any papers
about it anymore. And the last five years were
very special. I sold my equipment and moved
around Europe with my wife. I really missed
being active in archery even by myself. I hope I
can afford equipment again soon. And because
I am offering Online-Coaching and also the
live-coaching afterwards for archers who can
afford it, I will need to be shooting again.
Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany”

Melody Scott is a Level 3 Coach in Chesterfield County, Virginia. She prefers to shoot
Olympic Recurve but says that she is largely
self-taught via books and YouTube and would
sure would like to have a coach in her area to
help. She is a JOAD coach and she came up
with her new drill (see her article) while working with her students.
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An Often Overlooked
Tuning Step
Hint—The D-Loop Opening Length
by Tom Dorigatti
Introduction

So, do you really want to “fine tune” your setup to help
drastically reduce your lefts and rights at distance outdoors? Do you really want to find out if your “draw
length” is really fine tuned as well as you think it is?
Do you really want to know for sure if your anchor
point is “fine tuned” as well as you think it is? If you
answered “no” to any of these, then “move along, nothing to see here.” If you answered “yes,” is what I’m
about to tell you earth shattering and brand spanking
new? Absolutely not. Is it something I came up with
all by myself without any prior knowledge and out of
the blue? Absolutely not. Is it something that many
shooters, including some really top notch shooters
have a misconception about? Yes, it is. Is it something
people take for granted; that once it is set, you work
around that setting leaving it alone? Yes, it is.
How many of you replace the D-loop on your bow
by starting with the same length of cord, tying the
knots and stretching the D-loop onto your bowstring
and have never bothered to check how long that opening is before you undo the previous D-loop only to find
out that now, suddenly you think your bow is out of
whack or that your “draw length” has suddenly
changed? Did you put your bow into a bow press and
twist the strings or cables? Probably not. So how on
earth did the draw length setting of the bow change?
Obviously, it didn’t. Something did change because the
bow feels and shoots differently and you know it, too,
don’t you? It wasn’t the bow; it was your oversight!
What I’m about to tell you and demonstrate to
you may well be controversial, but trust me, the data
indicate that this is indeed fact, and I have the proof,
6

too! It isn’t all about your draw length having to be
perfect. In addition, the length of that D-loop opening is also more critical than you knew! Note that I
said the length of the opening of the D-loop, not the
starting length of the piece of D-loop cord.
Background information

Consider the era of rope spike release aids. Those followed ledge style releases which were found to be very
limiting with regard to string/center serving life and
also their speed settings were so sensitive that one
extra swipe of a file could make the release either way
too fast or way too slow even to the point it was
exceedingly difficult to get the release to trip.
Then came rope spike releases; many of us built
our own variants out of wood, metal or plastic. PSE
made their famous rope spike releases that had a brass
“spike” and used parachute cord as the “rope.” Most of
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us used parachute cord for our rope and then wrapped
the rope around the bowstring, onto the “spike” and
slid the rope up against the bottom of the arrow nock.
One improvement for that was a cushion, called an
“eliminator button” (see photo below left) that gave a bit
more forgiveness by relieving pressure from the arrow
nock and cutting down on the pinching of the nock
against the nock set. The “up pressure” of the rope
eventually pushed the nock sets up the string separating the monofilament center serving and causing a
change in nocking point location.
Enough about rope-spikes and how they looked

A Collection of rope-spike release aids. (Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)

and operated. The key point is all target releases were
“rope” releases (other than caliper releases, and even
some of those had ropes) until the D-loop became
common. So, the rope-spike releases set the pattern
for the next couple of decades. For example, consider
setting your anchor with a rope spike release and
“adjusting” for your alignment after building your
rope spike. There were two ways of adjusting the
speed of the rope spike; first you could change the
bend in the spike (mechanical); second, you could
adjust the length of the rope (physical). Do you see
where I’m going here? I quickly discovered with the
rope spike that if the rope got wet, the release was way
faster than normal, but after it dried out, the release
shot slower than it was before it got wet. I also found
out that either situation changed the impact points
left and right, and with a longer rope on a recurved
bow, I would shoot low, too! With my compound
bows the bows felt “longer” in draw length, but of
course I knew that I hadn’t fiddled with the bow, so it
had to be the release aid; specifically the length of the
rope (physical). You can see in the photos above that
most all of those rope spikes had extra rope out the
Archery Focus

back and were knotted. Just looking at them gives you
the obvious answer to this issue, doesn’t it?
This didn’t just happen; I was shooting a tournament and it poured down rain all over us. I started
shooting lights out, even in the rain, and that rope
spike was going off slicker than a whistle for me. The
main thing that happened was that the rope got slicker, but more importantly, the rope also got longer and
that moved my alignment just enough to make it so
much better for me to shoot! It had moved . . . my
anchor point slightly back in order for me to “hit” my
draw tapes on the cables! I shot with a wet release
rope for a few months after that. Then I measured
that release rope length and made darned sure that for
that release and my spare the rope length was measured and marked. Sound like “ProActive Archery” in
practice? Yep, and a la 1974, too! I have kept measurements and records of rope length (and now Dloop opening length) ever since, and I always will.
Along came the famous Stanislawski hinge
releases that have again, some 40 years after their initial popularity become the most popular style of
release aids in tournament use. Then came the single
sear trigger style release aids so popular in the 1970’s
and 1980’s. In the 1990’s Carter Enterprises, among
others came out with the double sear trigger releases
that to this very day also hold a goodly share of the
release market. All of these releases were set up for a
“rope around the string” hookup. Release speeds
became adjustable with the “moons” or a screw for
“travel” and/or springs for trigger tension.
These adjustments, though, did not preclude fine
tuning your lefts and rights and your anchor by working with the length of that rope. This distance setting
controls how far your first knuckle is from the bowstring, thereby controlling your anchor point and the
“feel” of the draw length. But again this does not
change the bow’s draw length; only what it feels like
and of course your nitty-gritty alignment. If you vary
the length of the rope, you change how soon you get
into your anchor point and what follows is either you
are into your anchor too soon and “feel shorter” or you
are into your normal anchor too late, and the bow
feels “too long.” What has happened is that some of
this “knowledge” has gotten lost with the advent of
the D-loop.
D-Loops

D-loops have become the standard means of hooking
up release aids to bowstrings since the early 2000’s.
Continued on Next Page
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There are many types of D-loop material available
that come in varying thicknesses and stiffness. In the
early days of D-loops, it was found that the rope materials used on release aids may not be the best thing to
use for D-loops, especially if you used caliper type
release aids or caliper releases that had ball bearings
that locked onto the bow string. The softer materials
would get flattened out and eventually the D-loop
rope would slip right through the gap in the calipers
and the archer could get seriously injured when this
happened while the bow
was being drawn back.
This malady was accommodated by stiffer and
thicker D-loop material
that would not flatten out
and that would handle
caliper release jaws. Since
caliper releases are normally “wrist strap style”
releases, the D-loop material isn’t twisted hardly at
all when the shooter comes to anchor, so there isn’t
much string or D-loop torque. Thus arrow flight isn’t
affected much, if at all. However, this thicker and
stiffer D-loop material is problematic. First, the stiffness makes it very hard to get tightened down securely and thus the D-loop can slip up the string, thus
altering the nocking point and affecting flight, accuracy, and sight settings. Secondly, and even more importantly, if the shooter twists the release to reach anchor,
there is torque placed on the stiff D-loop material that
then puts a twist or torque into the bowstring. This
negatively affects impact points and consistency. If you
are paper tuning, this one little problem can drive you
crazy.
Today’s bows have higher letoffs, so low that
there is very little load on the bowstring at full draw.
With many archers having holding weights as low as
6-11 pounds at full draw, it doesn’t take much of anything at all to twist or torque the bowstring out of line
and cause all sorts of havoc with arrow flight, consistency, and ultimately accuracy. Even an added amount
of “face contact” or any variance thereupon will cause
erratic shots and loss of accuracy.

“Thing a Week #8” is also important and related as
part of this article as well:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gexDLptcios
The Length of the
D-loop Opening is Indeed Critical

I’m not going to bore you to death by showing you
photos of how I always measure and marked my rope
spike releases and also my trigger type “rope around
the string” type of release aids. That is inconsequential and very few shooters
today use that style of
hookup anymore, so there
is no point in doing so.
Just accept that with those
releases, rope length was
important; very important.
We could/can tune out our
lefts and rights by adjusting the rope length, right
out in the field and never
have to press our bow or
mess with the cables or bow string! Groups would
show the results down range immediately, too.
The Starting Length of your D-loop Material is
Important Most shooters I know do indeed know
what length of rope material they use to start with.
Some even make spare lengths of pre-cut and premelted D-loop segments for use when they have to
change D-loops. You ask them what the length of
their D-loop is, and they’ll answer that question with
4 inches, or 4 ¼˝, or 4 ½˝. Most however are clueless
as to what should come next when they have to
change that D-loop. It is bad enough that most just
take off or cut off the old D-loop without measuring
and marking anything and wonder why they have to
“retune” their bows or why the bow doesn’t shoot in
the same place it did before the change in D-loop.
That is yet another part of ProActive Archery and not
the focus of this article. If you ask them what the
length of their D-loop is from the outside of the bow
string to the inside of the D-loop, they are clueless.
The usual answer is that “It doesn’t matter; I use the
same length of rope every time and cinch it up.” I
then ask them, “How far or tight do you cinch it up?”
The standard reply is, “Until I think it is tight enough
or looks close to what I had before.” I ask, “Did you
measure that before you changed your loop?” The
answer is almost always, “No. No need to if I start
with the same length of rope at the beginning.” Do
you see the fallacy in that response? If not, let me ask

“With many archers having holding weights as low as 6-11
pounds at full draw, it doesn’t take
much of anything at all to twist or
torque the bowstring out of line
and cause all sorts of havoc with
arrow flight, consistency, and ultimately accuracy.”

Videos by George Ryals IV

These videos by George Ryals IV demonstrate this
phenomenon quite clearly and are worth your time to
watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miNue_WmJ50
8
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you this. “Can you definitively tell me just how “tight”
is tight enough and put a number with it? Can you
positively feel that you’ve tightened that loop the
same as last time when the last time was months
ago?”
I can tell you that my starting D-loop length for
the data I share below was 4˝. I can also tell you that
I can vary the length of the D-loop opening by some
1
⁄4˝- 3⁄8˝ just by how loosely or snugly I tighten the
loop up with my D-loop pliers! Imagine that! Are you
with me?
Some Background about What Brought Me to This

Most all target shooters know that draw length is the
most critical aspect of consistent and repeatable accuracy with a compound bow, or any bow for that matter. Most top professionals spend hours, no, more like
weeks or months getting that aspect of their form
down to the nth degree. Part of this is tuning the draw
elbow position and establishing bone-on-bone alignment, and part of this is also tuning the anchor point
as well. This is where D-loop length can be a huge
help. I knew all this stuff from my experiences noted
previously with the old way of hooking up releases. It
all started coming together when I had the opportunity to work with Larry Wise in his Core Archery
Seminars several times. If the students didn’t have the

modules or cams to work with their draw length to
get correct positioning, Larry would simply have
them put on a longer or shorter D-loop to work them
into the correct alignment position! I’ve seen some
students have to put on a 2˝ long D-loop because they
were that short on draw length! This sure saved pressing the bow and/or searching for the correct module!
They didn’t have to change twists on the bowstring or
cabling, just the length of the D-loop opening. It is
easy to get the new number when you take the old
opening length and compare it to the new one and
subtract the difference, isn’t it? But that isn’t good
enough; at least not with what my photos that follow
will show!
Setting up the Experiments

I found myself a few months back having to make
some big time changes or to quit shooting entirely.
What I found quickly is that I’m caught in between
modules on draw length. I had some form issues that
were easy to straighten out, but some others were lingering. One of these was the bow either feeling super
tight against the stops with the shorter module setting, or super “loose” against the stops with the longer
module. Now, I also have enough sense to know that
the more often you put your bow into a bow press, the
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
543 pages • ISBN 978-0-9848860-2-9 • US $29.95

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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more likely you are to damage the bow or break something, or even break yourself from becoming careless.
I do not like putting my bows into a bow press unless
absolutely necessary. I also found out quickly by
shooting up close at 10 feet that by aiming at a small
spot on the paper, I could get a good feel for my site
picture and how it wandered around. I got a good feel
for how tight or loose I was with regard to
anchor/draw length. I wanted instant feedback and
something that would give me an indication of what
to expect at distance. That was easy. Paper tears at 10
feet! For heaven’s sake, I could test “consistency” with
a paper test. Of course, I first made certain I had consistent nock rotation on all seven arrows used for the
testing. They all tested with the same paper tear at the
beginning D-loop length. (Please note that the black
dots in the photos are aiming reference points. The
sight is set for 20 yards and I knew I was not going to
hit the black dot, but needed the reference point to
analyze the holding pattern and make sure I was
spacing my shots on the
paper, in order L to R.)
My first D-loop
opening was at 0.500˝ as
measured with a set of
calipers. You can see in
the photo (below) that
there are inconsistencies.
I also noted a very, very
jittery sight picture and
was straining against the
stops very hard. A 1⁄2˝
longer draw length module made things so that I
First arrow out of the bow at 10 had to struggle at full
feet.
draw, in spite of the
short D-loop that was
installed. So, it was stick with this draw length module because it is “close” but not quite right.

With the first D-loop setting there were inconsistencies, plus I felt I
was straining against the stops.
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The was a definite nock-right” tear with the 0.500˝ loop length.

As you can see above, there is a definitive “nock
right” indication with the 0.500˝ setting. Not terrible,
but if I varied anything at all, the tear got worse.
So, I figured that since I felt so tight against the
wall, I had to be coming in short and out of position,
so I decided to lengthen the D-loop opening in an
effort to settle the jittery sight picture and to accommodate the under rotation by moving my fingers farther from the bowstring, thus making the bow feel
longer and improving my alignment. Since I was trying to find a range of D-loop lengths, I decided to go
to a length of 0.685˝ and then to 0.800˝ to help me
speed up the process. As you can see in this next

photo, as I increased the D-loop length the nock right
tear became more prominent. A couple of things are
evident here. First off, my alignment became a bit
over-rotated (I’ll touch on this later). Second I couldn’t hold the bow back and maintain back tension, nor
could I minimize the face contact because the string
was deep in alongside my chin and obviously bending
or torquing the bow string. Not good. These aren’t but
a few of the shots that I took and/or the photos, but
this pretty much summarizes the results.
The next step (see photo top of next page) was to try
something more than 0.500˝ and less than the 0.685˝
which had given horrendous results. I settled on a
0.625˝ D-loop opening size. As you can see from the
photo, the consistency of the paper tear is radically
improved. On the second row down, I intentionally
under-rotated and then intentionally collapsed three
shots as “weak shots” to test the results. All shots are
Archery Focus

reasonably acceptable and even the weak shots are
what apparently show a nock high and right tear,
again which is acceptable.

So, knowing the upper and lower limits for this
D-loop length setting was quickly getting things
narrowed down. Since 0.625˝ was a bit inconsistent,
and 0.500˝ was too “tight” against the wall and gave
me a jittery sight picture up close, the data and photographic evidence indicate that the “best” length at
this time, with this setup is between 0.500˝ and
0.625˝. So, I installed a new D-loop and tightened it
up to a caliper measurement of 0.562˝. The next
photo shows that this setting was extensively tested
with 35 shots. Note the repeatability and consistency
that I was getting at this D-loop length as opposed to
all the others and the next closest longer length of
0.625˝! Which length would you go with? I could
under rotate and get great results. I could over-rotate
only slightly without increasing my face contact to the
point of really getting some bad nock right paper
tears. 35 shots and most all of them are almost perfect
“bullet holes.” My sight picture settled down and
while I obviously wasn’t hitting dead perfect for
shooting X’s, the point wasn’t about accuracy, but
rather about consistency of “form,” of “draw
length/anchor control,” and of minimizing face contact by getting an optimal positioning of the anchor
point along with adequate elbow alignment.

Continued on the Next Page

Testing at a longer (0.625˝) loop length.

I needed more verification for the 0.625˝ setting,
so I shot seven more shots and the results can be seen
in the photo below. As you can see from the labels, I
could easily over-rotate on this setting and force a
nock right paper tear quite easily. I felt there was a bit
too much inconsistency with this. I was getting close,
but not quite where I wanted to be yet.

With a 0.625˝ D-loop but intentionally overrotating some shots.
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With a 0.562˝ D-loop almost perfection.
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Conclusion

As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words. I am
very, very finicky when it comes to draw length. In addition, over the years I was able to determine that rope
length on the old “rope around the string” method of
release aid hook-up so I knew that distances was very
critical for accuracy in the horizontal plane as well as for
aiming stability and “draw length control.” You must
have a repeatable anchor point. You absolutely must
have your draw length on the bow set very close to perfect before working to fine tune your D-loop opening
length. As you see from the above data, even 1⁄16˝ to 1⁄8˝
of an inch in that D-loop opening length can have a
dramatic effect on your paper tear. This can and will
translate to a change in group size and also result in a
change of the steadiness of your sight picture.
When I made the radical shift from 0.500˝ to
0.685˝ and then went beyond 0.750˝ to 0.800˝ inches, I was testing for whether or not I should indeed go
to the next longer module. Obviously, from the results
I couldn’t do that because the 0.500˝ was as short as I
could go with my loop length and still hook up my
release aid to the string and still not torque the
delights out of the bow string with my normal release
hand positioning!
I could shoot the 0.625˝ D-loop length and likely get used to it. However, the inconsistency with that,
when compared to the 0.562˝ is completely obvious.
If you want to really work towards getting your
“‘to anchor’ draw length” correct for your setup, you

first need to get the bow’s draw length as close to
optimal for you as possible. Then, rather than mess
with bow presses and twisting bow string and cables
to tweak the bow’s draw length, fine tune the anchor
by adjusting the length of the D-loop opening! As
with any “ProActive Archery” practice, always and I
emphasize always: measure, mark, and write down
any and all changes you make along with the date(s)
and what the results were/are. Photographic evidence
is worth its weight in gold! Photos, unless
“Photoshopped,” don’t lie to you. The more data you
get, the more solid the indicators.
D-loop opening length being critical is real, adjusting it is worth the time, and you can do it up close and
get instant feedback. Once this is done, then you can
verify it and even get it closer with long distance shooting and adjust the D-loop even finer to get your alignment even more precise. You may find that your up
close encounters will work out better than you thought
possible. The hard part? Are you able to shoot seven or
eight shots in a row through paper and have all of them
perfect bullet holes? The tougher part is that sometimes
perfect bullet holes aren’t the tune that give you the
tightest groups. However doing the above at least allows
you to know you, the archer are consistent and it is likely that at least you don’t have too much face contact or
that you are out of alignment and inducing error into
your shot and the bow’s performance.
Good shooting,
Tom Dorigatti

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
280 pages • ISBN 978-0-9821471-8-4 • US $24.95
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Launching
Young
Archers into
Traditional
Archery
by Bob Lindberg
The Hunger Games and other movies have
sparked a great interest among young people in traditional archery. This interest can be used in many ways
to develop our next generation of archers, if we
approach it in the right way. I want to share some of
the techniques that I have developed over the years to
get kids interested in archery and sharing my own
love of traditional archery.
I started my own son out by watching “Robin
Hood” movies with him. There was the cartoon version, the “Men in Tights” version, and of course the
old Errol Flynn version. It was a great excuse to eat
popcorn and spend some father and son time together. Then I would take him out into the backyard and
we would shoot together. That was the key that
opened the door to our journey together.
Equipment

We began by getting him a bow and a few arrows. I
made sure of a few things when we started choosing
the equipment. Note I said “we” started choosing
equipment. I let him pick out the bow and arrows that
he wanted. Naturally I guided his selection, but I let
him be the one who made the decision (he picked out
a pretty little wood bow). I set the criteria to match
his age (he was about four at the time) and we found
a nice little 10-pound bow for him. The draw weight
Archery Focus

was a crucial decision, because I wanted his initial
shooting experience to be fun, not a struggle in muscle development. Nothing good will come from overbowing a child. The temptation for us adults is to
think “Ah, he/she will grow into it and I won’t have to
buy another bow in six months.” Resist this temptation at all costs. You will find that the first bow will
become a treasure that the child will keep for a very
long time.
The same procedure can be used for procuring
arrows. There are many sources for “kid arrows,” but
the important point here is to let the child pick out or
build their own arrows. Both procedures can be a lot
of fun and will give the child a greater investment in
the journey.
A few more pieces of equipment are necessary for
the journey to begin properly. The first will be the
choice of a glove, tab, or a “no glove” device. The
device called a “No Glove” can be quite helpful. It is a
piece of molded rubber tubing that forms a cradle for
the fingers while providing plenty of cushioning. It is
slid onto the bowstring from the end and may be set
up to be used for split finger or 3-fingers-under applications. It not only gives the proper padding for tender young fingers, but it is one less thing to be looked
for when it comes time to go shooting, because it is
Continued on the Next Page
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permanently attached to
the bow.
An arm guard is
essential for beginning
archers. They will whack
their arms and nothing
will discourage their
interest in archery like a
bruised arm. My son and I
were able to find “matching” armguards from a
leather worker. Both had a
moose carved into the
leather; his was called
“Little Moose” (because it
was smaller) and mine
was “Big Moose.”
The final piece of
equipment would be some
sort of quiver. You don’t
want the child running
around with a hand full of
arrows, so either a side
quiver or back quiver will
be a wise choice. Once
again, your pocketbook will decide. I did buy my son
a beautiful little back quiver after I saw that his interest was growing.

fingers as they draw, a factor that causes all kinds of
accuracy and safety problems. It also gets the
drawing hand to a good
anchoring point with the
arrow closer to the eye. I
have the archer point their
front foot towards the target and bend their knees
as they lean into the shot.
This seems to be the easiest position to master the
“whole body” experience
of instinctive shooting
and establishes an easy
transition into shooting
moving targets.
Tell the new archer
not to concentrate on the
arrow, but to pick out a
spot on the target that
they want to hit. Make a
small dot on the target
and tell them to hit that
spot, not the whole target. You both will be surprised
at how quickly the child is hitting that spot. Then, let
’em fly!

Shooting Instruction

Targets

It is very easy to over-instruct a child. The younger
the child, the less time you should spend on “teaching.” Go over the basics – “The pointy end of the
arrow goes that way.” Keep the shooting distances
short at first – 3 to 5 yards at the most. Most important, stress safety.
To keep young archers from harming themselves
with their bowstrings, you need to ensure that they
have their bow arms in proper position. With the bow
in proper shooting position, they should then be able
to bend their arm at the elbow and bring the bow to
their chest. A bow arm
configured that way won’t
get whacked with the
bowstring.
I generally teach new
archers, regardless of age,
to shoot with three fingers
under the arrow. This
keeps them from pinching
the arrow between their

With young children, or people who have my attention span (aka “short”), paper target shooting gets
boring rather quickly. A better choice would be what
I call “action targets:” balloons, clay pigeons, or 3-D
targets easily fulfill the requirement. Balloons go
POP! when the child hits them and the squeals of
laughter that follow are a sure ticket to the child continuing to shoot. Filling a balloon with water or glitter adds fun to the experience. Clay pigeons run a
close second, because they break into many pieces,
adding fun to the game.
I often took my son to
3-D target shoots. He had
a blast! We would be careful to always have him
shoot at a range where he
was comfortable and could
be successful. Nobody gets
much out of trying to
make a child shoot at 20
yards before they are ready

“Stump shooting is also a fun activity. While you are out there, you can
take the opportunity to teach the
child to respect the lives of the living creatures that are there by reinforcing the idea that we don’t shoot
just anything we see.”
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for that distance. The child feels the frustration of not
being able to hit the target and you will feel the frustration of chasing their arrows all over the woods.
Keep it simple, and you’ll both have a better time.
Stump shooting is also a fun activity. By putting a
“Judo” point on the child’s arrow, you can then have
hours of fun roving through the woods tackling imaginary Grizzly Bears, while shooting at rotting stumps
or leaves that lie on the ground. While you are out
there, you can take the opportunity to teach the child
to respect the lives of the living creatures that are
there by reinforcing the idea that we don’t shoot just
anything we see. I always taught my children that we
only shoot animals that are legal game, in their legal
seasons, and most importantly, only if we have a use
for them or they are causing someone or something
harm. That philosophy instills a respect for the life
that exists in the forest while you are having a good
time with your imaginations.
But if you really want to have fun, try getting
some Flu-flu arrows and aerial targets. Lots of safety
instruction is necessary before you begin, but you will
find that most kids quickly pick up on the technique
of swinging with the target and plunking an arrow
into it.
JOAD

As the child develops an interest in having fun with a
bow, then the next step is to either seek out or start a
JOAD ( Junior Olympic Archery Development) pro-

gram. When my son was first starting out in archery,
our JOAD program was essential to his early success.
He was able to go be with a group of other kids, all of
whom were enjoying archery. They start the kids out
shooting targets at 10 yards until they gain enough
skill to hit the targets at 20 yards. Safety is a paramount function of JOAD, so it will become second
nature to the young shooters, and the social aspect
will keep them coming back.
Make It Fun!

In short, making archery a fun experience is the key to
interesting a young child in archery. The younger the
child, the more emphasis I would place on the fun
aspect. Serious training can come later. Right now,
your main goal is to get the child to come ask “Can we
go shoot our bows?” Once you are there, the possibilities are endless.

Archery Focus
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The Pit Stick Drill
by Melody Scott
As a coach and instructor I have spent many
hours thinking up ways to address problems from
new angles to help archers who are struggling. With
beginners this happens most often as they attempt
to resolve the conflict in themselves about what
they think archery is all about and what I am actually asking them to do. Sometimes my new angle is
a different way of explaining something—I’m
famous (or perhaps infamous) for using everything
from baseball to boats in my explanations of archery
techniques. Sometimes I show them photos of correct archery form or slow motion archery videos so
they can have a visual benchmark of how they
should look when performing. Other times it is a
new drill or tool that I create to help archers feel the
physical sensations associated with what their body
should actually be doing. This article is all about
one such invention of mine, the Pit Stick Drill.
The inspiration for this drill came after I was
faced with the task of working with large groups of
beginners in a recreational youth archery club
where practices are usually tight on time and short
on attention spans. I work
with kids. A lot. And I
work with green-as-thehills-of-Ireland beginners. A lot. And as much
as it brings me immense
pleasure to see a new
archer take his or her first
shots, there is nothing
that makes me cringe
more than seeing hands
16

flying away dramatically from some of these new
archers’ faces. This drill is dedicated to all those
overly-enthusiastic string pluckers who anyone that
teaches beginning archery classes is bound to see, be
those new archers kids or adults.
While we all wish that brand new archers would
be able to go through the motions of shooting with
a string bow or other training tool, then step to the
line and take their first shots exactly as they just
practiced with Legolas-like grace, the reality is that
most new archers will struggle with some aspect of
the shot and more often than not that aspect is the
release. For those who just can’t seem to “get” the
proper release technique, I find that working on the
problem one small step at a time is the best way for
them to understand how their bodies should perform. This is especially true when working with
younger children who may not yet have a good
sense of body awareness. In spite of the fact that
their bodies can grow so fast that they literally trip
over their own feet, most
kids tend to be highly
kinesthetic learners and
usually learn best by
doing. They do not seem
to have a fully conscious
understanding of how
their muscles work
together yet and therefore no amount of
telling them how to
achieve the results you
are after will help them
understand what it is
they should do. Of
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course, a good percentage of adults are primarily
kinesthetic learners too, and archery being a physical sport anyway, all types of learners can actually
benefit from drills that help zero in on the physical
sensations and muscle groups required to properly
execute a shot.
While pondering the “plucking problem” and
how to tackle it, I realized the biggest issue lies in
the fact that these archers are pulling their draw
hand away from their face as they release. We will
assume, of course, that these new archers have all

been instructed on the proper way of relaxing the
string hand and letting the release happen subconsciously. Perhaps you’ve even worked with them by
standing next to them holding their draw wrist or
arm and “helping” them simulate the correct
release, only to walk away to work with another student and observe the pluckers go right back to their
banjo worthy moves. Yup, they just don’t get it.
Time for “Plan B.”
In my group archery classes I cannot be everywhere at once, so we frequently use peer coaching to
help reinforce lessons. Activities like the drill below
are excellent to use for groups after all the archers
have at least gotten safety and the bare basics of
archery down pat. If you’ve never tried using peer
coaching in a group before, I highly recommend it.
The kids really enjoy working with their own peers
and making friends, especially when there is some
element of fun involved, and just wait until you try
peer coaching with a husband and wife or a pair of
adult friends who signed up to take introductory
lessons together. Oh, boy, will the humorous comments fly!
The Drill

For this drill you will need a ½˝ or so diameter
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wooden dowel or other similar item, cut about
12˝–15˝ long (exact length and thickness is not
important). A piece of small diameter PVC pipe, a
sawed-off wooden broom handle, even a relatively
straight and smooth stick you just happened to find
on the ground can all suffice. I often turn my new
training “inventions” or drills over to my students to
name, and this training tool got stuck with the
unfortunate name of “Pit Stick,” in reference to the
fact that it is placed in the pit of the elbow joint.
Like it or not (I tried telling them that the name
made it sound like it goes in the armpit, but to no
avail), the name stuck and the kids all grin when I
bring out the “Pit Sticks.”
This drill can be done one-on-one with the
coach or instructor assisting the archer, or can be
done in a group setting with participants paired off
and assisting one another for some peer coaching.
Archers can begin with this drill using string bows
or stretch bands or you can have them use their reg-

ular bows. Use your discretion on safety and just
how much work the archers need. If peer coaching,
remind all those acting as “coaches” not to cross the
shooting line.
Stand facing the archer’s draw side (on their
right for a right handed archer) near their draw
elbow. Ask the archer to draw back slowly, and as
she does place the dowel in the crook or “pit” of her
elbow so that it is caught near the joint when the
archer is at full draw and anchored. Ideally the
dowel should be about 1˝–2˝ from the deepest part
of the elbow so that it is resting between the forearm and upper arm muscles. The archer will then be
asked to relax the string fingers and release the
string without dropping the dowel. Any small
opening of the elbow joint, as happens when the
Continued on the Next Page
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archer pulls her hand away from her face to release,
will make the dowel rod fall to the ground. This
drill gives pluck-prone archers something to focus
on other than the arrow and the string and immediately helps them understand how their hand should
not fly away from their face during the release.
When doing this with groups, all the archers
take turns in this drill as coach or archer regardless
of whether they are guilty of plucking or not, as the
drill is beneficial in that it forces the archers to slow
down and think about their movements and the
“coaches” to watch their archer and see how the
motions look from a different perspective. Repeat
this drill several times before every practice session
as needed to build muscle memory. Difficulty can
be increased by placing the dowel so that it is barely held in the arm and/or by adding weight to the
bottom of the rod so it
will more easily slip and
fall.
But wait, there’s a lot
more to correcting the
release than just nixing
the outward arm movement, isn’t there? Baby
steps, my friends. While
this drill does not specifically address the hand
or fingers during the
release, there is some
natural relaxation that
tends to happens in the
back of the hand when the arm muscles near the
elbow become the greater focus. Trying to keep tension in the hand (a big cause of plucking) while
simultaneously keeping it in the back of the draw
arm is difficult, and I’ve found that since the archer
does not want to drop the dowel rod the tension in
the hand is what unconsciously “gives.” Of course,
there will inevitably be a lot more work for the
archer to achieve a clean release.
After the offending plucker has stopped the
drastic outward motion of the string from her hand
pulling to the side, the next step will be to work on
getting the archer to simply relax the hand to allow
the bow string to leave without consciously opening
the fingers. As most coaches know, this is not actually so simple. Other drills, such as the bucket drill
or using a training bow to pull the string from the
archers’ fingers, can then be used to fine tune the
release as the archer becomes more proficient. With
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my youth recreational club archers, they really just
want to shoot and not spend inordinate amounts of
time on perfecting form, so the dowel drill (or Pit
Stick drill, if you are willing to stick with that
name) is usually sufficient to curb the worst of the
plucking and get the kids on the path to better
releases without taking too much time away from
their joy of just shooting arrows. It is not intended
to completely cure a plucker but instead is meant to
quickly help a new archers better understand the
mechanics of the release motion (or lack thereof ).
Working with beginners and recreational
archers can in many ways be more challenging than
working with committed archers. Archers who just
want to fling arrows downrange, especially children,
are not likely to tolerate rigorous form instruction,
but as their teachers we want even these recreational archers to have some
semblance of correct
form and technique.
After all, you never know
when that “just for fun”
archer will suddenly
decide that archery is his
thing and cross the line
to becoming a serious
archer. As coaches and
instructors we need many
tools in our teaching
arsenal to work with different types of archers
and different learning
styles. The wider the variety of tools at our fingertips the better chance we have at helping those that
might not immediately take to more conventional
“by the book” methodology. Don’t be afraid to try
new drills or think up new exercises to help your
archers, and if you find something that works be
sure to share it with other coaches and instructors in
your circle. You never know if something as simple
as a Pit Stick could be the “Eureka!” moment for
some struggling archer in their club!
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The Coaching
Uses of
Video
by Markus Wagner
Anyone who has ever worked as a coach, has
realized again and again how awkward and sometimes difficult it is to show and explain to your student his errors and what they should look like
instead. Coaches find themselves gesturing with
hands and feet and trying to demonstrate how proper form should look. But it is very important that the
trainee sees himself and
not just the coach. One
possibility to achieve
that is the use of a large
mirror. This way (see
illustration) the trainee
can see himself in at least
one position or multiple
positions if more than
one mirror is used.
However, the mirror has
to be in the field of view
of the trainee. There is
basically only one position, where the mirror
can be placed—diagonally in front of the
archer, in which the
archer can see his/her
full draw position. Rear,
Fig. 1
front or detail views are
not possible.
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Experience has shown me that trainees are much
too distracted by looking in the mirror during the
shot. They are even during the “Control Look in the
mirror” trying to correct the mistakes in body position they recognize themselves. But such distractions
are counterproductive. The archer’s shot routine
wouldn’t be intuitive but consciously controlled.
Another possibility
is the use of photographic images. The
advantage here is certainly that the archer can
be seen from every possible position (taking
into account the safety
of the photographer).
Because many movements in archery run
very quickly (sometimes
in fractions of a second),
such as releasing the
string, it is quite difficult
to press the shutter button at the exact right
moment. Furthermore,
the continuous shutter
sound of the camera
could distract the archer.
Continued on the Next Page
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shot sequences, which can
The use of a video
be viewed from different
camera here, is much
perspectives. Many use for
more productive and
video analysis Apps or
more relaxed. Also, the
coaching programs such
shooter here do not necas “Coach’s Eye” or other.
essarily dependent on
I personally prefer to
someone else and he can
video analysis rather stanconcentrate on his shot
dard programs that let me
sequence.
work more flexibly. A
In Fig. 2, all the recSnipping Tool to cut out
ommended camera posidetails from still-images,
tions are shown. The use
which I then expand in
of an HD camera guaranPowerPoint with marktees the possibility to
ings, drawings and notes.
change later in the sighting of the videos by
Fig. 2 Here’s a summary of useful camera positions..
Example
zooming in detail views.
Here (see next page top) is
Also slow motion are very
helpful to identify sources of errors that occur too an example of how a sequence is removed from the
fast for the naked eye. I recommend getting a video total shot sequence and analysed. This can be man“full-body-record.” So the shooter can always be aged with reference images of top archery (provided
seen as the whole. Some errors in the lower region their permission) to work.
Whether you want to work with such created
also have an effect in the upper body area.
To compare different recordings on different workbooks, surely everyone decides different. It just
days, you should draw up a “map” of the camera helps the archer, once it is created, to take it later on
at hand and to make processes to improve his style
positions (see Figure 3 below).
In order to do now shot sequences comparable, I step by step and not all in one. Otherwise, it is sufrecommend to each camera position 3-6 arrows to ficient to look at along with protecting the video
shoot. Thus we obtain a video with at least 21 or 42 footage together and they will gradually be analysed

Fig. 3 A “map” of the camera positions.
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of external circumstances even a little bigger. It is a
brilliant tool to accurately identify the shooter the
things that (simply because of the high speed) do
not recognize a coach with the naked eye, and thus
cannot disclose.
As already mentioned, it is particularly useful for
archers who cannot always rely on a local coach.
Here we have to take care, that the archer should
have a good knowledge about archery. Beginners I
offer always, if the distance is just too great for faceto-face coaching, to analyse their videos and discuss
the needed improvements later on in Skype
Conferences.
I wish you great training and tournaments and . . .
All in the Gold / Kill
© 2015 Markus Wagner
with zoom and slow motion shots and to create a
plan, what changes / improvements are desirable or
necessary.
The creation of such workbooks (below) requires
a certain time to do so, which some coaches and
archers certainly do not want to invest (neither can).
However, the mentioned points should written
down in a training-plan for the archer.
This article is certainly more to those ambitious
archers. The effort in other disciplines such as field
archery, 3-D shooting, among other things because
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
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The Stories We
Tell Ourselves
by Steve Ruis
Over the couple of hundred thousand years
Homo have been sapiens (that is been “modern”
humans) we have told one another stories. Stories
about the wind, lightning and thunder, wildfires, and
animals. We have been primed by very long exposure
to learn from and through stories. This is both a
source of delight for coaches and archers and a source
of problems. We have a tendency to tell ourselves and
others stories about why we shoot well or not so well.
This topic came up from a session I had with one
of my Olympic Recurve students. A couple of years
ago we rebuilt his shot and with very hard work and
dedication he now has a shot I can only describe as
“beautiful.” It is tight, taut, regular and effective. The
only thing missing is comparable scores. Now, every
coach should know that shooting well and scoring
well are two very different things. Some archers with
really ugly form win and others with brilliant form
and execution flounder in competitions. This we both
knew. But the conversation started with a question:
“Why do you think you score well until at some point
the wheels come off and then you don’t?” The answer
was “I get tired.”
The problem with diagnosing problems is if you
ask the wrong question or you make the wrong diagnosis to come up with an answer, you end up down a
rabbit hole, trying to fix a problem that doesn’t exist.
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I responded with: “I don’t believe that.” This particular athlete goes to the gym three days a week, does
cardo workouts regularly and shoots almost every day.
How could he possibly be tired after 45 shots in a 600
Indoor Round? That story didn’t make sense.
We went on to explore parts of his mental program because it is easy to get bored if you have an
active mental life. It is easy to lose focus if you are not
monitoring your shooting carefully. It is also easy to
accept an argument from a coach intellectually but
not accept it emotionally. (This is the common, but
mislabeled, contest between the “head” and the
“heart.”) So, one of the things I suggested was for him
to prove to himself that fatigue was not a problem.
Here are my suggestions as to how to do that:
How to Prove a Story is Wrong

“To connect your world class archery form with world
class scoring, first let’s get rid of that idea that you get
tired. So an approach would be to shoot 300 Rounds
in practice but under more strenuous conditions, e.g.
1. Put up two targets and shoot 6-arrow ends, finishing the entire round in less than half an hour.
Record your scores on Target 1 in the odd number
ends on a scorecard and on Target 2 in the even
numbered ends. How do the scores compare; are
Continued on the Next Page
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the even numbered scores lower? They would be if
fatigue were a question. My guess is that the even
number scores might even be better as you would
have built up a better rhythm via the first three
shots. This supplies you with half of the rest you
get walking back and forth to the target.
2. Put up four targets and shoot twelve arrow ends
(depends on whether you have twelve arrows to
shoot.). If you are feeling any fatigue, the scores of
the last arrows in a twelve-arrow end should be
lower than the earlier scores. The total score also
should be lower that standard 300 Round practice
scores.
3. Heck, if you had the resources I would have you
put up ten target faces and shoot two 30-arrow
ends for a 600 round. I think you would find that
you are fit, fit enough to shoot a great many shots
without fatigue.
“Whatever you do I think you will find that
fatigue is not your problem. If and when you do have
scoring breakdowns. Reflect as hard as you can as to
why. (In my case it is because my mind wanders . . .
every . . . damned . . . time!)”

Coming Up with a Better Story

By eliminating false stories we leave a vacuum behind.
This has happened myriad times in human history.
First we were petrified by lightning and thunder.
Then we invented Thunder Gods (who go on to
make movies) and eventually we ended up with a
modern explanation that explains how lightnig and
thunder occur from impersonal natural forces that are
understandable to anyone wanting to learn about
them.
So, if fatigue is not the source of the scoring problem, what is?
This process is not yet complete but it involves
introspection. The coach sees from the outside in, so
mental programs can only be observed by the archers
(who see everything from the inside out). This is why
I said “If and when you do have scoring breakdowns.
Reflect as hard as you can as to why.” My guess as to
why these lapses occured was insufficient involvement
of his conscious mind. Huh? Yes, the conscious mind
is heavily involved in scoring.
The Role of the Conscious Mind in Scoring

I consider everything that happens on the shooting
line from the end of a previous shot (or the approach

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

160 pages • ISBN 978-0-9821471-6-0 • US $19.95

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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to the line) and raising the bow to be part of a PreShot Routine. Once the bow is raised, the conscious
mind needs to be quiet but present. I liken it to being
like the Captain of a huge battleship. The Captain sits
up in the superstructure in a small room and does
nothing really, until one of his minions reports directly or indirectly to him that his attention is needed. I
named this mode for the conscious mind “the
Watcher” or “the Supervisor.” The shot primarily
occurs subconsciously up to the end of the shot (the
shot’s not over until the bow takes a bow) and then
the conscious mind kicks in again.
From the end of the shot, here are things I think
we do consciously:
• scope the arrow
• decide if shot was good; if not troubleshoot
• reset for next shot (relaxation technique/breathing/assessment of tension level
• select another arrow (if you shoot arrows in an
order)
• check time clock (optional)
• After getting an arrow nocked and hands set, a
perfect shot visualization is made.
In addition to these activities, there are things our

conscious minds are in charge of during the shot,
specifically during shot abnormalities:
• letting down (definitely a decision must be made
to do so)
• executing a recover program (often multi-step)
Concluding Comments

You can see the scope of activities that your conscious
mind is involved in. From the raise through the followthrough, it is typically mute, just in the “Watcher”
or “Supervisor” mode. It is paying attention but not to
anything in particular. Only the subconscious can
multi-task well enough to run up a danger flag when
something is not right, which is when the Watcher
kicks in and orders a let-down and a quick troubleshooting routine (everybody’s routine is different;
one archer’s typical reason for low left arrows is often
different from another’s).
Having the conscious mind fully engaged is part
of an archer’s intensity. If an archer doesn’t bring their
full conscious attention and subconscious awareness
to the shooting line, scoring will likely be weak.
We’ll find out of my story is closer to the mark.

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

Archery Focus
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Hosting Your Own
Tournament
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Each of us in the sport of archery has to
follow our own path. Whether you are currently an
archer, a coach, an official, or a tournament director
you probably started as simply an archer. What is
important is to keep your eyes open and constantly
evaluate the needs of your team and our sport and
contribute in a manner that provides an opportunity to strengthen your team and grow our sport.
If you are currently coaching a college archery
team then you have probably discovered that your
team’s competitive opportunities are limited by the
financial support that the team enjoys. Since the
beginning of time, one thing that has remained a
constant is that “Necessity is the Mother of
Invention.” Depending on the administrative
guidelines your team has to follow you may or may
not be able to improve your revenue picture.
However, one way that you can expand your team’s
competitive experience while controlling your
expenses is to host tournaments.
While it is possible for some
schools to actually use a tournament to raise money for their team I want suggest
to you that not all tournaments are a source of revenue. On my list of why you should run an archery
tournament at your school, to make money would
be closer to the bottom of the list than the top.
My number one reason for wanting to run
archery tournaments at JMU is to provide an event
that serves as a positive quality competitive experience for my team and other competitors who
choose to participate. Second is my desire to reduce
the travel costs and academic strain for the team
during the season. Hosting tournaments also serves
the team by increasing their visibility and establishing their school as a recognized hub of activity for

the sport of archery in the area. This makes it easier to hold successful shooting clinics and coaching
seminars when the time comes.
I’m going to assume that if you’re still reading
this that you are at least open to the thought of
hosting a tournament at your school. I’m not sure
that those who stopped reading when I suggested
hosting your own tournament don’t enjoy better
mental health that the rest of us but I’m glad some
of you are just nuts enough to consider going out on
the limb with me one more time.
It’s time for another confession. While I have
run over 50 National Championships, including
U.S. Indoors, National Outdoor Target
Championships, National Field Championships,
World Team Trials and Olympic Festivals, I am not
going represent what follows in this article as a
guide to run such involved events. Instead, I will try
to provide you a simple summary to getting started
in hosting tournaments with a
focus on planning and will provide additional information in
following articles to provide the guidance necessary
to prepare you to run whatever event you choose.

Part 20 of a Series

What Do You Need
to Run an Archery Tournament?

#1 – Staff
#2 – Equipment
The staffing required varies with each tournament
and while the specific tasks that tournament staff
are responsible for is fairly consistent from one
event to another the size of the event will have the
greatest influence on the staffing that is required.
While I have run events with as many as 85 volunteers and 20 paid staff I still have fond memories of

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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running tournaments
when I was the only volunteer.
Of all the tasks that
you and your staff have
to perform the #1 task
would have to be planning for the event
Planning

Here’s a listing of the
elements of any event
plan.
A Schedule the Event While it is impossible for all
tournaments to be held without conflict it is
important when planning a new event that you
make every effort to avoid traditional dates of
established local, regional, and national events. If
you are bidding to host a rotating event the date
should already be established and your bid will
just be to establish the host and location. If you
are bidding to host a major event you may be
preparing a written proposal for an event that
can be as much as two years down the road.

B Book the Facility Book
facilities as early as possible. Do not assume
that the venue you want
to use is available without first checking with
the powers that be. If
your
tournament
involves more than just a
shooting field make sure
you book all facilities
you hope to use well in
advance. Just this year, I
was awarded the U.S. National Collegiate Outdoor Championship one year earlier than what
my bid was for. With 6 months notice I was fortunate to be able to book the athletic field I
wanted for the event and an entire park for our
cookout but due to the short lead time (need 18
months) I was unable to book the facility I had
planned on for the Awards Banquet and had to
settle for a sub-par venue for the event.
C Register the Event Whether you are just registerContinued on the Next Page

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN 978-0-9848860-3-6 • US $14.95

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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ing a sanctioned
event or applying for
a Star FITA make
sure you get this
done. There is nothing worse than a guy
shooting a new world
record and not having it recognized
because somebody
forgot to apply for a
Star.
D Design the Field Layout It is important to review World Archery
rules when planning the layout of your field. In
addition to providing all of the recommended
lines and safety barriers, your field needs to be
oriented so that archers are shooting north.
E Seek Local Support By approaching the local
Chamber of Commerce and letting them know
what you are planning, some businesses may
come forward with offers of free or discounted
supplies that you need for the event. Local
motels will offer discounted rooms or comp
rooms for your staff. Restaurants will often offer

discount coupons to
competitors or free
meals to coaches and
officials.
F Seek Sponsors There
are no limits to where
you can search for sponsors. While the archery
industry in inundated
with requests to support
events, it never hurts to
ask. Other good potential sponsors are the bigger local shops and manufacturers of related
products such as optics. Try mailing your request
for sponsorships three to six months ahead of
the event, follow with an email two weeks after
the mailing and follow the email with a phone
call within a week of the email.
G Print a Tournament Program So much of our
communication prior to and during events is
done electronically on event web sites or through
email we often forget about that cash cow that is
the Tournament Program. If you make a concerted effort to sell ads in the program while you

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
128 pages • ISBN 978-0-9821471-0-8 • US $19.95

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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are seeking the local
support and sponsors
many businesses will
buy an ad as an inexpensive way of supporting the event and
they can justify that
support out of their
advertising budget.
Also include an
opportunity on your
website and in registration confirmation
for anybody to purchase spots for special messages and good luck banners in the program.
Remember every little bit helps.
H Schedule Special Activities Whether it’s a cookout, a party, a banquet or a special seminar you
can make your tournament a special event with a
little extra planning. Sometimes you can get
companies to underwrite the cost of one of these
events just for the opportunity of getting sponsor recognition and putting up a banner at the
event.

I Line Up your DOS and
Officials
While
in
National Events the
DOS and the Officials
are appointed by the
Officials and Rules
Committee of USA
Archery
local
and
regional events are not.
You will need to contact
a someone to serve as
your Director of Shooting and you will need to
arrange Officials based on the number of targets.
The general rule is to have one official for every
ten targets on the field.
Use these planning topics as a guide to get started
putting together your first event. Don’t hesitate to
contact me with any questions or suggestions you
may have. Thanks for listening to my thoughts. I
hope to see you on the shooting field.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
216 pages • ISBN 0-7360-4634-8 • US $19.95

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
LARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

How to Warm Up
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

There is a lot of literature and it is hard to
read it all. One could debate whether pre-pubescent
youths need to warm up at all. On one hand some
argue that even if it isn’t actually necessary, it is a good
habit to get into. Others argue that unless a good
habit isn’t formed, a bad habit is created, in this case
warming up incorrectly, and that is just another bad
habit to train out when one is older.
Let’s look at this.
The first thing to realize is
that this is addressed to your serious competitive student-archers.
Most recreational archers won’t
do this as it is not fun.
What a Good Warm-up Does

“Some argue that even if
it isn’t actually necessary,
it is a good habit to get
into.”

A good warm-up:
1. Improves Movement
It is unlike the muscles you use to pull a bow have
been prepared by what you were doing before: riding in a car, sitting at a computer, etc. If your
movements while shooting are improved, you are
less likely to injure yourself doing something
incorrectly and you can probably be more
demanding of those muscles when you are shooting..
2. Lubricates the Joints
Warming up lubricates up joints through full
range of motion. This allows the body to move the
Archery Focus

joints into positions better with less resistance or
compensation.
3. Activates the Stabilizing Muscles
Warming up correctly activates the stabilizer muscles, the ones that create the stability and stillness
needed to shoot well. These muscles are also necessary for your sense of balance..
4. Increases Range of Motion
When you sit or lie down for greater than 30 minutes, it affects the range of
motion in your joints, especially
the important neck and shoulder
areas. Warming up correctly
helps increase the range of
motion in these joints providing
greater ease and better movement with less tension.
5. Improves Circulation in the Muscles
Archery is a fairly static sport, but improved circulation reduces fatigue and creates a sense of wellness.

Preliminaries

If you have a stretch routine or light calisthenics routine or cardio routine (stretching, brisk walking,
stretch band work, etc.) that is done first. You can find
any number of articles in AFm covering these topics.
There was a three part series on stretching in 16-3,
16-4, and 16-5, for example.
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Shooting Warm-ups

“Your List is a list of the
things you are currently
working on, which you
keep with you (always).
Since you have committed to a change, you
must remind yourself
before shooting each and
every time what those
changes are.”

Numerous studies have shown
that the best warm-up is the
activity itself (always starting
from low stress to higher stress).
So shooting should always be a
part of an effective warm-up.
Here is a recommended
structure (rationales follow in the
next section):
Step 1 Read Your List first
(always)
Step 2 Settle in on the shooting
line, prepare, and draw
your first arrow . . . then
let down. Repeat. (Do this again occasionally
all through your warm up.)
Step 3 Shoot your first arrow somewhat more deliberately than normal, focusing slightly more
on the things that are relatively new in your
shot (about 85% of normal tempo).
Step 4 In the next 3, 4, 5 arrows your goal is to get
up to normal shooting tempo.
Step 5 Shoot as many arrows normally as you need

to feel warmed up.
It is strongly recommended
you do at least the first four steps
without shooting at a target.
Why?

Step 1 Your List is a list of the
things you are currently working
on, which you keep with you
(always). Since you have committed to a change, you must
remind yourself before shooting
each and every time what those
changes are. If you do not
remind yourself that you are trying to change things, you will slide into
shooting your “old way” and lose progress.
Step 2 This wakes up the muscles you are to be using
(which are not normally used a lot) and reinforces that making a let down is a normal
activity. Not every arrow gets shot. In fact: if
you notice anything wrong with or even different about a shot, you must let down and
start over (the Rule of Discipline). So, this is

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

170 pages • ISBN 978-0-9848860-0-5 • US $19.95

Available from Amazon.com
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a reminder that the
Rule of Discipline is
being enforced.
Steps3-4 This constitutes your
first level “disaster
recovery
program.”
When your arrows are
going places you don’t
want and you don’t
know why, this is what
you do. When you need
this plan, it is best to
have
practiced
it
recently, so you feel
comfortable doing it, and voila, you have . . .
when you warmed up!
Shooting “blank bale,” that is targetless,
is important because the target gives you
information that isn’t relevant yet, information you cannot ignore. Your muscles aren’t
warmed up yet, you haven’t established your
shooting rhythm/tempo, why should you
score well? But if your arrows don’t hit target
center, you will be unavoidably disappointed

“As with most other
things in archery,
relegating it to a routine,
a series of habits,
reduces the load on the
archer as they don’t need
a check-list and whatnot,
they just ‘do what they
always do.’”

and consciously or subconsciously
begin making changes so that you
will score better, changes based on
shots that weren’t expected to be
good anyway.
So, do not shoot at a target
until you have warmed up to normal tempo shooting.

By the time a competitive archer
is in his or her late teens, a good
warm-up routine is mandatory.
You can see that it not really about
“getting warm,” and can be a
device to prepare for eventualities while shooting, in
competition or not. As with most other things in
archery, relegating it to a routine, a series of habits,
reduces the load on the archer as they don’t need a
check-list and whatnot, they just “do what they always
do.”

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Topics Include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why
it is imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and
balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice
effectively, how compound bows mislead beginners, how to use video,
what’s wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and
much more. More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published in any form.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
244 pages • ISBN 978-0-9848860-7-4 • US $24.95

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

All About Warming Up
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Whether or not you need to “warm up” to shoot,
well, depends. If you shoot arrows just for fun, maybe
not. Some argue, though, that even if it isn’t actually
necessary, it is a good habit to get into, a habit you
might need later if you get serious about archery..
Others argue that unless a good habit is formed, a bad
habit is created, in this case warming up incorrectly,
and that is just another bad habit to train out when
one is older.
If you are a serious competitive archer, more than
likely if you are not doing something in the nature of
a warm-up, you will be shortly. Most recreational
archers won’t do this as it is not fun, which is okay.
What a Good Warm-up Does

A good warm-up:
1. Improves Movement
It is unlikely the muscles you need to pull a bow
have been prepared by what you were doing before
you arrived at the range: riding in a car, sitting at a
computer, etc. If your movements while shooting
are improved, you are less likely to injure yourself
doing something incorrectly and you can probably
expect more from those muscles when you are
shooting.
2. Lubricates the Joints
Warming up lubricates the
joints between your bones.
This allows your body to
move the joints into positions
better with less resistance or
compensation. And some of
your joints are put under
great stress while shooting.
3. Activates the Stabilizing Muscles
Warming up correctly “acti-

vates” your stabilizer muscles, the ones that create
the stability and stillness needed to shoot well.
These muscles are also necessary for your sense of
balance. If you have never felt them in action, just
stand on one foot for the better part of a minute.
You will feel all kinds of muscle twitches keeping
you from falling over. These go on all of the time,
but have become part of the background noise of
your life. You only notice them when doing something unusual, like standing on one foot.
4. Increases Range of Motion
When you sit or lie down for greater than 30 minutes, the range of motion in your joints is affected,
especially the important neck and shoulder areas.
Range of motion refers to how far a joint will let
the connected bones move relative to each other,
for eaxample, how far you can turn your head to
one side or the other. Warming up correctly helps
increase the range of motion in these joints providing greater ease and better movement with less
tension, all good things in archers.
5. Improves Circulation in the Muscles
Archery is a fairly static sport, but improved circulation reduces fatigue and creates a sense of wellness.

“Whether or not you need
to “warm up” to shoot,
well, depends. If you
shoot arrows just for fun,
maybe not. Most recreational archers won’t do
this as it is not fun, which
is okay.”
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Preliminaries

If you have a stretch routine or
light calisthenics routine or cardio routine (stretching, brisk
walking, stretch band work, etc.)
that is done first. You can build a
warm-up routine around any
number of different exercises.
You can find any number of articles in Archery Focus magazine
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covering these topics. There was
a three part series on stretching
in 16-3, 16-4, and 16-5, for
example.
Shooting Warm-ups

Numerous studies have shown
that the best practice for an activity is the activity
itself. These are always started from low stress moving
to higher stress levels later. So, if you were warming
up to lift weights, you would start with lighter
weights, emphasizing good posture and form, then
move to higher weights in time.
So, shooting should always be a part of an effective warm-up.
Here is a recommended structure (expanations
“why” follow in the next section):
Step 1 Read Your List first (always)
Step 2 Settle in on the shooting line, prepare, and
draw your first arrow . . . then let down.
Repeat. (Do this again occasionally all
through your warm up.)
Step 3 Shoot your first arrow somewhat more deliberately than normal focusing slightly more on
the things that are relatively new in your shot
(starting at about about 85% of normal
shooting speed).
Step 4 In the next 3, 4, 5 arrows your goal is to get
up to normal shooting tempo.
Step 5 Shoot as many arrows normally as you need
to feel warmed up. (You may only be allowed
to shoot a couple of ends of practice arrows
before competing, which is why people go to
practice facilities earlier and even shooti in
their hotel rooms before making their way to
an indoor shooting hall.
It is strongly recommended you do at least the first
four steps without shooting at a target.
Why?

Step 1 Your List is your list of the things you are currently working on, which you keep with you
(always). Since you have committed to a
change, you must remind yourself before
shooting each and every time what those
changes are. If you do not remind yourself
that you are trying to change things, you will
slide into shooting your “old way” and lose
progress.
Step 2 This wakes up the muscles you are going to be
using (which are not normally used a lot) and
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reinforces that making a let down
is a normal activity. Not every
arrow gets shot. In fact: if you
notice anything wrong with or
even different about a shot, you
must let down and start over (the
Rule of Discipline). So, this is a
reminder that the Rule of Discipline is being
enforced (by you!).
Steps3-4This constitutes your first level “disaster
recovery program.” When your arrows are
going places you don’t want and you don’t
know why, this is what you do. (If you can’t
tell what’s wrong, it is often “you.”) When
you need this plan, it is best to have practiced
it recently, so you feel comfortable doing it,
and voila, you have . . . when you warmed up!
Shooting “blank bale,” that is targetless, is
important because the target gives you information that isn’t relevant yet, information you
cannot ignore. (Hooray, I got a bull’s eye!)
Your muscles aren’t warmed up yet, you
haven’t
established
your
shooting
rhythm/tempo, why should you score well?
But if you always shoot at a target and your
arrows don’t hit target center, you will be
unavoidably disappointed and consciously or
subconsciously begin making changes so that
you will score better, changes based on shots
that weren’t expected to be good anyway. This
is a recipe for disaster.
So, do not shoot at a target until you have
warmed up to normal tempo shooting.

“Numerous studies have
shown that the best
warm-up for an activity is
the activity itself.”

By the time you are in your late teens, a good warmup routine is almost always necessary. You can see that
it not really just about “getting warm,” and can be
preparation for things that occur while shooting, in
competition or not. As with most other things in
archery, relegating it to a routine, a series of habits,
reduces the load on you as you don’t need a check-list
or a memorized list of things to do, you just “do what
you always do.”
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